C O M P A N Y P R O F I L E

Where there is much light, the shadow is deep.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749 – 1832)
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ABOUT US

Everyone is talking about light
— we make light!
Vision becomes reality. With a love of light and its infinite
possibilities, Proflight AG was founded in Zug in 2009 in
order to present architecture in the right light with selected
luminaires. We recognised at that moment that linear LED
solutions were becoming more and more popular on the
lighting market, and have been producing customised
lighting solutions to measure since the very start. In
addition to our linear lighting system, today we also offer
panels in different versions as well as a wide indoor &
outdoor portfolio, in order to be able to offer everything
from a single source – in line with our motto:
| You will receive an all-round, worry-free package from us.
As we understand it, lighting planning goes beyond just
creating standard-compliant levels of illumination. We
understand light and lighting as a communication process
between people and the environment. We are aware of the
emotional significance of light, and we put this properly
into practice during planning. “Made in Switzerland” is not
merely a slogan for us, but a promise to our partners and
customers.
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Roland Waltenspül
Managing Director
Electrician (EFZ)
Co-owner

Gianni Giovanniello
Head of Sales
Lighting Designer (Diploma, SLG)
Founder/Co-owner
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THE NEW WAY OF
DESIGNING
ROOMS
¨
WITH LIGHT

From room partitions to
architectural light
Architects, shop-fitters and lighting designers like to set accents with light or give
rooms a special atmosphere. Large, homogeneously luminous surfaces are often
used for this on walls, ceilings or floors, which look as if they were floating in the
room.
The freedom in design when implementing your creative ideas is almost limitless –
lots of variations are possible even with the shape.

Light as a design element
The experience and expertise of Proflight AG are at the service of your dreams. The
mission is not only to deliver quality products, but also to make projects come true in
terms of the individual needs and tastes of customers. The top priority is for light to
turn every architectural environment into something unique and exclusive, to make
the environment more beautiful and to create an ideal atmosphere.

When artificial light becomes light art
Another goal is for the selection of products to be a quality and hassle-free experience
for all customers. This is why trained lighting planners with specialist federal
certifications and lighting designers see to every detail of the production chain and
also check all of our products. In addition, we offer exclusive products that exceed
the standards required by customers and are unique due to their performance and
cost efficiency.

Iwan Zurfluh
Project Manager / Freelancer
Lighting Planner / Lighting Design (Diploma, SLG)
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QUALITY THROUGH
EXPERTISE
Our quality promise to you

Our strengths – your benefits!

Whether series production or individual one-off production – every light is
manufactured with great attention to detail and a high degree of precision,
because special luminaires are not available off the shelf.
Thanks to innovative products, a high level of quality awareness, and the
professional expertise of our employees in both the office and the field, we
have developed into a reliable and competent partner in the Swiss lighting
industry.

The 5S

André Stolpmann
Production and Development
Electronics Engineer (Diploma)
for Equipment and Systems

• Competent advice
• Customised solutions
• Technical support for projects
• We plan and implement your project in line with your budget
• The latest technologies
• High availability
• International network
• Reliable and flexible
• Adherence to deadlines is very important to us
• Quality management according to the 5S method
• We make YOUR ideas come true!

With the 5S method, we have been able to systematically design the approach
adopted in our own work environment in order to optimally set up our
workplaces for the activities that add value and focus on the essentials.
With this method, we therefore pursue the goal of either eliminating activities
that do not add value, i.e., waste, or reducing them to a minimum through
structured organisation of the workplace. This allows us to work in a costoptimised manner in order to remain competitive in the market.
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Set in order

Standardize
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Shine
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SPECIAL LUMINAIRES
ARE NOT AVAILABLE
OFF THE SHELF

PROFILE INTEGRATED
IN THE HANDRAIL
WOOD OR STAINLESS
STEEL VERSION

PROFILE INTEGRATED IN
THE STAIR TO ILLUMINATE
THE STEP

The development and production
of special lights

Individual solutions based on
your ideas

Proflight AG achieves a high level of vertical integration in its fully ESDprotected, in-house production hall in order to develop sustainable special
luminaires and lighting systems of the highest quality – no matter whether
the customer needs small or large-scale production – and all this from a
single source.
In addition to first-class lights, the company is known in particular for its
expertise in development and innovation. It does not matter whether you are
looking for a small modification to an existing luminaire or a fundamental new
development: our experienced development team analyses all the application
requirements, advises on the selection and definition of the relevant
parameters, and works out the appropriate solution based on this.

Unusual cuts, curved shapes, three-dimensional constructions, milling +
laser processing – lots of things are possible! This allows us to realise the
most creative ideas from architects, designers and lighting planners. Because
we develop and implement special solutions – from construction to project
management and assembly of the lights.
We look after our customers from A to Z and work with them to develop
individual solutions for a wide variety of requirements. Our broad range of
production services includes laser cutting, engraving, CNC processing, hot
forming, and bonding of all kinds of plastics.
In cooperation with lighting planners and manufacturers, we install the latest
lighting technology, tailored to your requirements. Our specialists find the
right technology and select the right LED product in terms of brightness,
colourfastness, durability, cost optimisation, energy efficiency, controllability
and colour temperature.

The advantages for you: quick and flexible implementation of your
specific wishes as a customer.

This means that, with us, you get complete implementation of your
project from a single source.

PROFILE WITH SPECIAL MITRE CUT
FOR A HORIZONTAL AND DIAGONAL
LIGHT LINE

Jan Böbner
Project Manager / Product Manager
Polymechanics (EFZ)
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TAILORED TO
THE CUSTOMER

Lighting

The lighting design department of Proflight AG, Prof-PLAN®, is a service
provider that plans public and private lighting systems for both indoors
and outdoors. Since our beginnings in 2009, we have been convinced that
a building can only be good if it is viewed and planned holistically. This is
why we offer full planning and execution of technical and decorative lighting
from a single source. Our goal is to achieve optimal coordination between the
architects, electrical planners and building owners.
The degree to which light helps us humans to feel better depends largely on
professional planning.

Jan Gurt
Project Manager / Lighting Planner
with a specialist federal certification
Electrician (EFZ)

Your competent service partner:
Successful architects and general contractors have visions. With empathy
and the ability to transform these visions into blueprints that move people
spontaneously, we see ourselves as an extended arm for the evaluation and
implementation of your concept. We symbolically illuminate every type of
building through planning that is both reliable and in keeping with the spirit
of the times. Our aim is to present all the details of your design that are
important to you in the proper light. We keep a special eye on things when it
comes to timing, by ensuring that all deadlines are met during the process
and not overburdening you in terms of your time outlay.

Marco Weishaupt
Project Manager / Lighting Planner
with a specialist federal certification
Electrician (EFZ)
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OUR REFERENCES
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Proflight AG
Chollerstrasse 32
CH-6300 Zug
T +41 41 761 22 22
F +41 41 761 23 23
info@proflight.ch
www.proflight.ch

Where there is much light, the shadow is deep.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749 – 1832)

